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Abstract.

The penultimate temperate period, 127- 110 ka

beforepresent(BP), bracketedby abrupt shiftsof the global
climate system initiating and terminating it, is considered as
an analogue of the Holocene becauseof a similar low global
ice-volume.

Ice core records

as well as continental

and ma-

rine records exhibit conflicting evidence concerning the climate variability within this period, the Last Interglacial. We
present, for the first time, a high-resolution record of oxygen isotopesin diatom opal of the Last Interglacial obtained

Continentalpaleoclimaterecords[Frogteyet at., 1999;
Frumkin et at., 1999] complementmarine [Cortijo et at.,
1994; Adkinset at., 1999] and polar ice-cores[Petit et at.,
1999] of the climatic variability of the Last Interglacial.
In the Massif Central, at the Lac du Bouchet sediment
sequence, an intra-interglacial cooling has been suggested

[Thouvenyet al., 1994].However,this coolinghasnot been
confirmed by the pollen based quantitative climate recon-

struction[Cheddadiet al., 1998].In the RibainsMaar (Figfrom the Ribains Maar in France (44ø50'09"N3ø49'16"E). ure 1A), situated8 km awayfromLac du Bouchet,a thick diOur results indicate that the Last Interglacial in southwestern Europe was generally a period of climatic stability. The
record showsthat the temperate period was initiated by an
abrupt warm event followed midway by a minor climatic
transition to a colder climate. An abrupt isotopic depletion
that occurs simultaneously with abrupt changesin pollen
and diatom assemblagesmarks the end of the temperate
period, and is correlative with the Melisey I stadial. Variations in the isotopic composition of lake-water related to
the isotopic composition of precipitation and evaporation
dominate the biogenic opal oxygen isotope record.

Introduction

atomitic sequenceaccumulated during the Last Interglacial

and the early Glacial [Beautieuand Reitte, 1992],provides
an opportunity to develop a complementary and independent climate reconstruction from oxygen-isotopeof biogenic
opal.
Oxygen-isotope data from lacustrine authigenic precipitates formed in isotopic equilibrium with lake waters such

as carbonates[Stuiver,1970;McKenzie et at., 1993;Frogtey
et at., 1999]and biogenicopal [Shemeshand Peteet, 1998;
Rietti-Shatiet at., 1998;Rosqvistet at., 1999]providereconstruction of climatic fluctuations independent of possibleanthropogenic influence. In lacustrine studies the authigenic
origin of diatom silica is an important advantage in com-

parisonto carbonates[Drescher-Schneider,
1998;Littet at.,
The great variability of glacial climate is a well-established

1996].Diatom6isO, 6•sOsi,depends
ontheisotopic
compo-

fact [Dansgaardet at., 1993],but the climaticvariabilityof
interglacial periods, especially of the last one, is still under

debate [McManus'et at., 1994; Kukta et at., 1997; Adams
et at., 1999; Kukta, 2000]. It has beenpointedout that the
Holocene climate stability is a coincidental anomaly that enabled human

civilizations

to flourish

• G•.•vF•

due to the conditions

favorablefor the developmentof agriculture[Dansgaardet
at., 1993]. On the other hand, data from marine coressuggest that the stability was typical of previous interglacials as
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well [McManuset at., 1999]. This study addresses
the continental climatic stability of the Last Interglacial, the last
Pleistocene period presumed to have had a climate similar
to that of the present interglacial, the Holocene.
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Figure 1. Locationmap of the Ribains Maar (A) and the Rib-
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ogy (B; [Beaulieuand Reille, 1992]). The gray area marks the
sequenceanalyzedfor 5•sosi.
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Figure 2. A. The oxygenisotoperatio recordof biogenicopal(5180si) obtainedfromthe Ribainssequence
of the LastInterglacial,
Melisey I stadial and initiation of St Germain Ia interstadial;B the arborealvs. non-arboreal(AP/(NAP+AP))

and Poaceaepollen

counts of the Last Interglacial section, Melisey I stadial and part of St Germain Ia interstadial; C diatom counts of the termination
of the Last Interglacial and initiation of the Melisey I stadial.

sitionof the water(518Ow)fromwhichit wassecreted
and Glacial(Figure lB). This diatomitesequence
wasstudiedat
onambienttemperature
(-0.5ø/00oc-1) [Juillet-Leclerc
and highresolutionfor 518Osi,pollenand diatomassemblages.
Labeyrie,1987;Shemeshet al., 1992]and hasbeenshownto
retain its isotopicsignalin the oceanon timescalesof at least

71 diatom samples were obtained from the interval 31.67
to 27.35 meters at a resolution of 5 cm. The gap of 20

430ka [Shemesh
et al.,1995].The(5180• of a lakedepends cm (between28.35 and 28.15 m) is the result of the coronthe(5180• oftheinflux,thehydrological
setting(mainly ing technique and does not represent a discontinuity is the
the precipitationto evaporationratio, P/E) and the local

climate. Changesin the 5180 of the localprecipitationreplenishing a lake occur due to variations of ambient surface
temperatures or modifications in atmospheric circulation.
Such modifications may either shift the moisture-sourcearea
or changethe vapor transport efficiency.The present depen-

sequence. The samples were physically cleaned by sieving
and differential settling in sodium polytungstate solutions
to extract pure diatom frustules from the sediment. The
frustules in the size fraction <20 •um were treated with a

mixture of concentratedHNOs/HC104 to removeorganic
matter [Shemeshet al., 1995]. Then the samplesunderwent
denceof 5180 on precipitationat mid-latitudeson surface partial isotopicexchangeundercontrolledconditions[Juillet
temperatures
is 0.58ø/00øC-1 [Rozanski
et al., 1993]. A Leclercand Labeyrie,1987], were recrystallizedand subsesimilar slope was suggestedin Europe for the Last Glacial

(35-30 ka BP [Rozanski,1985;Beyerleet al., 1998])but for
older periods the slope is unknown.

Methods

Analytical
In 1988,a 54-m corewastaken at the RibainsMaar (Figure 1A) situated 1080 m abovesealevel. The Ribains paleolake has probably been fed by groundwater seepagefrom

an intra-basalticaquifer [Rioual et al., 1998]. On the basis of the pollen study a chronology was proposed for the

quently fluorinated to extract the oxygen. The oxygen was
converted to CO2 which was then analyzed for its isotopic
composition by an upgraded MAT-250 mass-spectrometer.
The results were calibrated versus NBS-28 quartz international standard and are reported in the 5 notation relative

to V-SMOW. The long-termreproducibilityis 0.14% 0.
Diatom and pollen counts were performed at a higher

resolutionas describedin Rioual [1998]and Reille et al.
[2000],respectively.
Stratigraphy
In Europe, four French sites present rare continuous sed-

lithostratigraphicalunit [Beaulieuand Reille, 1992] span- imentary records from the present to at least the penultining from about 230 ka BP [Petit et al., 1999]to present. mate Glacial. This continuity, showing a successionof wellIt was the first high-altitude paleolake in France in which

defined and correlative pollen zones, allows an unequivocal

evidenceof the Last Interglacialwas found [Beaulieuand identificationof the Last Interglacialinterval [Cheddadiet
Reille, 1992]. Between32 and 22.5 m depth,a diatomitese- al., 1998]. In the pollen sequences,
the expansionand requence rich in organic matter suggestsan undisturbed and
homogeneousinfilling during the Last Interglacial and Early

gressionof forest taxa, respectively, mark the initiation and
termination of interglacials. Due to the lack of absolute
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dating, the age and duration of the Last Interglacial are estimated on the basis of correlation with the marine isotope

stages(MIS) in the deep-seacores. Here we follow the recent correlation that the Melisey I stadial, the cold event
that followed the Last Interglacial, correspondsto the C24
cold event in the North Atlantic cores, dated 106 ka BP
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stable stage occursa 1ø/00 shift to a secondstable stage,
characterizedby an averageof 34.3-½0.3ø/oo,
which persists
until 27.95 m. This secondstable part of the record is terminated by an abrupt isotopicshift to a value of 30.2ø/oo
within 30 cm at the Melisey I stadial. The two uppermost

[Kukla et al., 1997;$anchez-Goniet al., 1999]. Thus it ap-

6XSo,isamplesat the onsetof the St GermainI interstadial, 27.4 - 27.35m, haveenriched6XSo,ivaluesof about

pears that the Continental Last Interglacial correspondsto
the entire MIS 5e and to the lower part of MIS 5d, 137 to 110

34ø/00, similar to the valuesof the youngerstable period of
the Last Interglacial(30.0- 27.95 m). The transitionfrom

ka BP. In the localpollenBiozones[Reille et al., 2000]ter- the temperate climate of the Last Interglacial to the Melisey
minologyour Lowerglacial(Riss) corresponds
to "Costaros I stadial occurred within 900 - 1900 years, following the hyglacial", the Last Interglacial correspondsto "Ribains interglacial", Melisey I correspondsto "St. Nicolas Stadial" and
St Germain I correspondsto "St Geneys 1".

pothesesthat the Last Interglacial lasted 11 or 23 ka on the

continents[Frogleyet al., 1999; Sanchez-Goniet al., 1999;
Kukla et al., 1997] and assuminga constantsedimentation

rate in the lake. The Ribains6xso,i curvehasa similarfigResults

and

uration as the planktonic oxygen isotopic curve of the Last
Interglacial from a marine core MD95-2042 in the south-

Discussion

In southeast Europe high relative abundance of Poaceae

westernmargin of the Iberian Peninsula[Sanchez-Goniet

countsand a sharpincreasein the AP/(NAP+AP) at about

Interglacial in southwesternEurope was a period of climatic
stability. It beginswith a 2ø/oo enrichment at the RissInterglacial boundary and within the temperate period, two
climatic regimes are evident, dividing the Last Interglacial
into two phases almost equal in duration. The first is the

al., 1999],but we notethat on the 6XSoscalethe trendsof
and the low ratios of arborealto non-arborealpollen (AP/
change are anti-correlated.
(NAP+AP); Figure 2B) characterizethe vegetationof cold
The diatom 6XSosiirecord showsthat overall the Last
periods. Our data show an abrupt decrease in Poaceae
31.50 m, marking the transition between the Lower Glacial

(Rissstage)and the Last Interglacial. The samepollenpattern

is observed

in two other

levels.

The

first and the most

pronounced is at 27.75 m and correspondsto the onset of
the Melisey I stadial. The second is indicated by a slight
increasein counts in the middle of the Interglacial, at 29.90

6•80•i enrichedphaseat the initiationof the Last Interglacialand the secondis lø/00 depleted. The 2ø/ooenrich-

ment at the baseof the Ribains5XSo•irecordmay be ex-

m.

Diatom species counts were performed at the highest

resolution(5 mm) between 28.15 and 27.67 m. (Figure
2C). The risein the diatom speciesAsterionellaFormosaat

plained by a regional warming that caused a decrease in

P/E of the lake and/or that enrichedthe local precipita-

tion 5Xso. A short warm event at the initiation of the Last
Interglacial
appears in two other European pollen records,
27.75 m is simultaneouswith the abrupt increasein Poaceae

countsandthe abruptdecrease
in AP/(NAP+AP). Between Saint Front and Le Boucher[Cheddadiet al., 1998] and is

consistent
with the 6XSo•ienrichment.This impliesthat

27.75 and 27.65 m the euplanktonic to periphytic diatoms
ratio is constant and Cyclotella speciesare abundant.
NAP counts in another French sediment sequence, La

the combinedeffect of P/E and precipitation changeover-

North Atlantic [McManuset al., 1994]. Similarly,in the

in 6•80•i at about 30 m is in accordancewith the estab-

Ribains sequence the decrease in Poaceae and increase in

lishment of a moderately colder climate indicated by the

AP/(NAP+AP) at 31.50 and 27.4 m mark the initiation of
the temperate periods, i.e., the Last Interglacial and the St

contemporaneous
decrease
in the AP/(NAP+AP) ratio and
increasein Poaceae(Figure2B). It is alsoin agreementwith

Germain

the colder and dryer climate suggestedby pollen records in

whelm the temperature dependency of the biogenic silica.
GrandePile core,are anti-correlated[Kuklaet al., 1997]with This warm event is followed by a relatively long period of
variationsof sea-surfacetemperature (SST) in the eastern stable climatic conditions. The mid-Interglacial I depletion

Ia interstadial.

The

line of demarcation

between

the Last Interglacial and the Melisey I stadial is at 27.75

m, where it Poaceaecountsincreaseand AP/(NAP+AP)
drops. The simultaneous abrupt rise in Asterionella For-

continentaland marinesites[Sanchez-Goni
et al., 1999].

The 4ø/oodepletionin the Ribains6XSosirecordduring
Melisey I event can be caused by a substantial increase in

in the 6xSoof groundwamosa, a speciesfavoredby late spring overturn [Maberly the P/E ratioor a largedepletion
et al., 1994] resultingfrom a longerperiod of ice-cover,in- ter through the cooling effect on precipitation. The diatom
dicates the establishment of a considerably colder climate.
The constant euplanktonic to peryphytic diatoms ratio and
the abundance of Cyclotella, a speciesthat is present in a
lake only when lake-level is sufficiently high to allow for
summer stratification to take place, indicate that no ma-

assemblagesduring Melisey I suggestconstant lake level and
extended periods of ice cover, which can reduce evaporation

during this abrupt climatic transition.

and the site leads to a decreasein the proportion of the orig-

and generatehigh P/E ratios for this period. The Ribains
4ø/oodepletionis alsosimultaneouswith an abrupt drop in

North AtlanticSST [Sanchez-Goni
et al., 1999].An increase
jor changesin lake level [Wolin and Duthie, 1999]occurred in the temperature difference between the moisture source

reducesthe 6XSoof
The 6xsosicurvecoversthe depth interval of 31.7 to inal moisturearrivingandconsequently
27.35m (Figure2A). At the terminationof the RissGlacial, precipitation.
31.7 - 31.55 m, the curve has a value of 34ø/oo. Conse-

The comparison of our record to other studies indicating

quently,within 15cmthe 6XSosibecomes
abruptlyenriched climatic stability during the Last Interglacial [McManus et
by 2ø/oo,after whichthe value dropsagain to 35ø/ooat 31.3

al., 1994] dependson whether the period termed the Last

m. Thereupon, up to 30.0 m the record has a low variability

Interglacial in these studies covers the same time interval
as our study. It is possible that only the older stage of the

with an average
6xso,iof 35.2+0.4ø/oo.At the endof this
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temperate period in the Ribains record corresponds to the
minimum ice-volume period MIS 5e and to the elapsed part

of the Holocene[Kukla,2000]. If this is correct,climatein
Europe was warm and stable during the first 10-12 ka of the
Last Interglacial, and somewhat colder but still stable during the 10 ka that followed. This implies that the next shift
of the global climate system might be towards a somewhat
colder but still stable climate, rather than a shift towards
a full Glacial. In order to explore the likelihood of such a
scenario it is necessaryto establish better the chronology of
the continental Last Interglacial and its relation to MIS 5.
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